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Intelligent self-organizing transport is transport arranged in an ad-hoc manner between clients (agents with transport demand) and hosts (agents offering transport supply) in a peer-to-peer manner. The absence of any centralized transport management system allows for a fully scalable solution that works in real-time in a transportation network of unpredictable and transient agents. Self-organizing transport also requires no further infrastructure than agents being equipped with positioning sensors and able to communicate locally via radio. This project report demonstrates the feasibility of such a system, presents preliminary results of simulations, and defines future research questions.

1 Motivation

Globally we experience an increasing demand for mobility that provides equitable access in sprawling cities [e.g., 4]. The complexity of modern cities needs smart transport solutions, which may emanate from the observation that urban traffic consist of many under-utilized transport resources, which as buses occupied far below capacity, private cars with low occupancy, and taxis with idle times, as well as some over-utilized resources, such as crammed trains or buses, or lack of resources in the outskirts of cities with no developed transportation system. This observation identifies an assignment problem of transportation clients—agents with transport demand—and hosts—agents offering transport supply.

In this situation, a major shift of paradigm in transportation management is suggested, called self-organizing transport. In self-organizing transport, clients and hosts negotiate directly for transportation, giving up any dependency or reliance on a centralized service. Note that for intelligent transportation systems (ITS) engaged in travel planning centralized services are still the standard paradigm. Car sharing, ride sharing or dial-a-ride services all rely on a centralized service. Centralized services may have a better overview of the transportation network—the set of vehicles offering transportation, their locations and their directions. But in particular where transportation demand and supply is non-predictable, i.e., non-scheduled, they are overstrained by maintaining a real-time picture of the transportation network and serving and maintaining ad-hoc assignments automatically. Existing services are not capable to do that for large numbers of agents. Self-organizing transport addresses and solves this bottleneck.

Self-organizing transport is a novel approach to design decentralized ITS for travel planning. The approach is based on mobile sensor networks (MANETs), which are designed here as networks of social agents: nodes that have individual beliefs, desires and intentions, and are able to collaborate. This design is in contrast to classical mobile sensor network designs where nodes are homogeneous, redundant and of limited intelligence [21]. The paradigm shift towards self-organizing transport enables an ad-hoc transport management that is inherently ubiquitous, real-time, and independent from any external infrastructure. The system design is tested and demonstrated in simulations.

2 Current state in ITS and MANET

Current research in decentralized ITS focuses on the autonomous vehicle and telematics [2]. Vehicle-to-vehicle communication and vehicle-environment communication to centralized services via roadside equipment are the keys, and form so-called vehicular ad-hoc networks [e.g., 5]. This research is largely led by the automotive industry and governments\(^1\), and in a few multi-disciplinary projects such as MIT’s CARTEL [8]. The focus of these projects is on sensor observations and information for local actions, such as traffic flow management, congestion avoidance, and driving safety. Global information needs, such as supporting wayfinding or assigning transport resources, are frequently ignored. Other agents than car drivers, such as people, goods, and non-automobile means of transport, are also largely ignored.

In decentralized ITS, communication has to be wireless because of the mobility of most agents. Current developments of peer-to-peer communication standards are wireless LAN, Bluetooth, WAVE (Wireless Access for the Vehicular Environment), and ZigBee (for wireless personal area networks and sensor networks). Even if these standards are not compatible nowadays, and hence, inhibit the development of comprehensive intelligent transportation systems, they demonstrate already a trend towards peer-to-peer communication, and raise the expectation that in future all agents in an intelligent transportation system can communicate with each other in an ad-hoc manner. Alternatively, wireless communication can be realized in a non-ad-hoc manner. An example for one-way communication of this type is the radio data services [10], and an example for two-way communication of this type is the wireless internet access via cell phones. Both ways, ad-hoc or non-ad-hoc communication, can include immobile agents in the environment, although they are less limited and can also communicate by other means such as wired internet with centralized services.

In contrast to current ITS designs for travel planning and assignment, self-organizing transport should function without centralized control instances. Central control instances are known to be the major obstacle to reliable and ubiquitous management schemes for the incessantly growing transportation network of modern cities; they form bottlenecks and central points of fail-

\(^1\)For example, http://www.car-to-car.org or http://www.internetits.org.
ure. Imagine traffic as an emerging complex system of non-scheduled and transient individual participants. A central system would have to keep track of the current state of the system, including the positions and travel intentions of all individuals, and additionally it would have to maintain up-to-date assignment and travel plans for every individual participant. Such a requirement makes any centralized system clearly not scalable. Also, in case of disasters the whole emergency policy can be at stake, as has become evident, for example, after the London bombing and its subsequent break-down and closure of the mobile communication network.

Also in contrast to current ITS designs, self-organizing transport should consider other types of agents than car drivers. Including other types of agents in ITS requires different communication concepts that consider the limited on-board battery power of some of these agents. These concepts can be found realized in MANETs [21]. MANETs are ad-hoc networks of mobile nodes that communicate via short range radio in synchronized time windows. Nodes are linked as long as they are in radio range with each other.

As a specialization of MANETs, geosensor networks started to be studied quite recently [12]. They are mobile sensor networks that are location-aware, i.e., their nodes are equipped at least with a positioning sensor. While current research on MANETs is mostly looking into hardware, protocols, routing of messages, and data aggregation [6, 17], the current research on geosensor networks specifically is concerned with the efficient distribution or extraction of information of sensor observations [e.g., 11, 19]. Sensor networks with heterogeneous nodes are investigated as well [9]. Novel for geosensor network research is the focus of self-organizing transport on the movements of the nodes instead of the movement of information in the network. The intentional mobility of nodes is not considered in other research so far, although this property could even be used to carry information through the network.

In the context of this project, nodes get characteristics of agents: they have individual beliefs, desires and intentions [18]. Hence, in contrast to classical MANETs, in transportation management every node counts. Beliefs of agents in urban mobility are formed by their individual knowledge of the environment. Their desires are to do specific things at specific locations. Thus, their intentions are to move to these locations [13]. The accepted approach to study the behavior of complex agent-based systems—as well as MANETs—is simulation. Close to the current context are large scale simulations of traffic [1], which study the relationship between the behavior of individual agents and the emerging traffic patterns.

3 Self-organizing transport

This project studies the design of an ad-hoc intelligent transportation system that allows:

- to include all sorts of mobile agents in urban traffic (the universe of discourse);
- to exploit the following properties of the mobile agents for the purpose of collaborative transportation planning in a purely peer-to-peer manner: their intentional mobility, their ability to ad-hoc communicate, their location awareness, and finally, their capacity to transport (hosts), or alternatively, their desire to be transported (clients).

The challenge of this endeavor is the transience of the agents: agents enter traffic without pre-announcement and mostly unscheduled, and they may change their travel intentions at any time. Also, their communication connectivity, which is limited in range by battery power anyway, is highly volatile due to their mobility. Furthermore, communication bandwidth also requires a system that limits itself to local communication only.

According to these requirements let us design the following system:

- Nearby clients and hosts communicate with each other in regular, synchronized time windows.
- They negotiate locally for transport assignments.
- Assignments are revised every cycle.

Figure 1 demonstrates the agents moving on a street network, and communicating with other agents nearby. In this communication network negotiations between clients and hosts can take place, both in single-hop or multi-hop communication. For readability, only a small portion of the street network used in this simulation is shown. The total length of streets in this simulation is 60km, and accordingly, there are many more agents around than in this small snippet.

Note that each agent’s communication network is volatile. We assume stable networks during a (short) negotiation, but a changed communication network at the next negotiation cycle. By repeated negotiations and plan revisions, agents can react on the continuously changing transportation network in their neighborhood.

The negotiation consists of three steps:

- Clients send their requests to nearby hosts.
- Hosts check whether their travel intentions and transport capacity allows to make an offer, and if so, they make offers on specific requests.
- Clients collect all their offers, select the best one if it is advantageous, and book the corresponding host.

In the selection process, clients can apply an arbitrary cost function, such as minimizing fares or travel time or arrival time, or maximizing comfort or reputation. Between the cyclic negotiations, agents travel. After some cycles, the clients should have reached their destinations.
We have investigated various aspects of a self-organizing transport service so far. Always the approach used a multi-agent simulation of an ad-hoc shared ride system, in which pedestrians are looking for rides in an urban environment.

The first question was: does the designed system work? In a simple simulation (grid street network, homogenous hosts of random travel behavior, an immobile and inflexible client, and an optimization criterion of travel time) it could be shown that the local knowledge of the transportation network collected by the client is absolutely sufficient: compared to complete knowledge of the current transportation network, the rides chosen based on local knowledge were only about 10% worse [16, 14].

Based on these encouraging results, individual constraints on the first simulation were lifted, and the consequences were investigated for each constraint. Clients can walk, and they can consider offers more flexibly, allowing for detours. In this context, effective planning heuristics were developed [7]. Hosts can be of different types, such as private car, bus, or taxi [20]. The street network can be irregular [15]. Looking for quickest trips, extending the first simulation showed in all cases improvements of the average trip times. In principle, other optimization criteria, and also multi-criteria optimization can be included [20].

Also, multiple clients can compete with each other for seats, such that also hosts compete for passengers [3]. This problem is also known as multi-commodity flow over time problem: multiple 'commodities' (clients) with individual sources and sinks 'flow' through the transportation network that changes continuously its flow capacity with time. The multi-commodity flow over time problem an NP hard problem, which could be solved in this project with an elegant heuristics based on partitioning the transportation network and preferential offers. Figure 2 shows that competition decreases average trip times compared to a single client with no competition, as expected. But it also shows that this factor maximally doubles the trip time, within the chosen parameter variations made in the simulations, and is typically much smaller. Noting that walking would have taken 5.5 minutes, ride sharing with stiffest competition is still at least saving half the trip time (within the chosen parameter variations).

**4 Preliminary results**

So far, we have suggested an innovative, decentralized, and hence, robust and scalable intelligent transportation system, and we have demonstrated in simulations its feasibility and general behavior as a complex system. This system enables for ad-hoc negotiations between moving agents, and does not require any further infrastructure or centralized system. It is fully scalable for any (large) numbers of concurrent transient agents constituting urban traffic.

Next on the research agenda are questions such as large scale simulations with realistic supply and demand assumptions. Availability of a peer-based self-organizing transport service may change supply and demand over time, such that modeling a change of mobility behavior is a challenging research question. This question involves activity scheduling and learning of the agents. Also, hybrid architectures—peer-based negotiations enriched with centrally provided information—can be investigated.

The vision of such a system rises also questions that are beyond the interest of this project. These questions concern, for example, safety and liability issues, economic incentives, micro payment, and the social dynamics that will emerge as soon as such a system becomes available.

**5 Conclusions and outlook**
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